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Doctoral Dissertations, Adviser

Casey Beaumier, “For Richer, For Poorer: Jesuit Secondary Education in America and the Challenge of Elitism” (2013).


Michael Mezzano, “‘Not the Race of Dante’: Southern Italians as Undesirable Americans” (2008).


Doctoral Dissertations, Reader


Elizabeth McDonald Bischof, “‘Against an Epoch’: Boston Moderns, 1880-1905” (2005).


Matthew Sherman, “‘Become What You Receive’: A Transformative, Eucharistic Vision of the Family Engaging the History and Theology of U.S. Catholicism in the Twentieth and Twenty-First Centuries” (Theology Department, 2011).

**Undergraduate Honors Theses, Director**


Timothy Lilley, “John A. Ryan, the Social Action Department, and American Catholic Social Thought in the Twentieth Century” (2013).

Kelly McMahon, “The Rise of the American Catholic and the Fall of the American Nun” (Scholar of the College, 2002).


Alexandra Valdez, “German Youth: Ideology and Faith, 1933-1945” (2010; co-directed with Prof. Devin Pendas).

Tara Walsh, “The Transformation of the Catholic Church in Nineteenth-Century Ireland” (2003; co-directed with Prof. Francis Murphy).